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Keys to Successfully
Protecting Your Business

Critical Information
By  G l i n d a  C umm i n g s

MOST
modern security tools—firewalls, intrusion detection
and virus protection—are all designed to keep people

and programs out of the network, not to protect from insiders. Because
the database is the primary repository for intellectual property within
most organizations and employees need access to this information to
perform their jobs, the greater challenge is to enforce proper use of the
database. Statistics from the Insider Threat Security report issued in
August 2004 by the U.S. Secret Service and Carnegie Mellon
University clearly indicated that insiders commit the majority of data
theft, a trend that has persisted over the last six years.

Staying on top of business threats can be complex and time consuming
without well-designed, intelligent tools to help with the task. Addressing
those threats secures corporate information assets from misuse, facilitates
audits and helps you meet regulatory compliance requirements. It is not
possible or cost effective to manually keep up with database threats and
the related security solutions. Threats are introduced daily, even if only
through normal use and maintenance, and security patches are continu-
ously released for new vulnerabilities and attacks. Managing these risks
is a primary concern in today’s business environment.

The new mandate for risk management demands automated and
intelligent vulnerability assessment referencing a knowledge base of
best practice corrections to achieve a cost effective security posture. IT,
security and risk management managers are demanding a comprehen-
sive vulnerability assessment foundation that automatically tests for the
latest database vulnerabilities, recommends corrective actions and pro-
vides reports to show that the enterprise databases are in good health.

WHO WATCHES THE WATCHERS?

When most people consider corporate information security, solu-
tions such as identity management, firewalls, and anti-virus will first
come to mind. Most of these have proved effective in perimeter
defense; however they are not designed to deal with insider attacks.
Emphasis has been placed on protecting the network, leaving database
security neglected or as a low priority. It’s an old question: “Who

watches the watchers.” Typically database administrators (DBAs) have
always had full access to all of the data in a database, even data that has
been provided the highest data classification.

The data in a database are critical assets in every company. They con-
tain valuable customer information, corporate plans, financial data and
other intellectual property. Even so, database security has not been a top
priority. There is a dangerous assumption that database servers are safe
behind corporate firewalls with their own security mechanisms. Perhaps
even more dangerous is the assumption that the “application” security is
all that is needed. This is the result of, and illustrates, the network-centric
focus of current security solutions, priorities, and programs. It is critical
to keep database configurations current, particularly in the area of secu-
rity fixes or patches. As databases and their copies proliferate, you rely on
and trust the DBA to keep up with all of them, and the security officer
needs to oversee their security. However, pressure to deliver and keep the
business productive can distract even those with the best intentions to the
extent that you may not even be aware of all of the instances that are pres-
ent in your operations. As the number of databases proliferates, so do
your vulnerabilities.

It is becoming ever more demanding to maintain, administer, and secure
your corporate databases, and it is an increasingly unrealistic expectation
that your personnel can keep up with the related workloads and at the same
time assure that the databases are properly configured and effectively
secured. In reality, because of the high demand for data availability in a
networked world, databases are exposed much more than before. Many
users such as DBAs and application developers insist on direct access to
the databases they support with the argument that the access is needed to
do their jobs. And, for many reasons good and bad, this is true. But, unre-
stricted technical access to your databases does present a high risk and
challenging situation: how to ensure data security without sacrificing
availability. The challenges for database security involve:

� Data confidentiality—protecting data from unauthorized access.
� Integrity—protecting data from errors or malicious modification.
� Availability—providing necessary continued access for
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authorized users, and ensuring that database patches and other
technical changes are properly applied.

The problem becomes more complex across a heterogeneous envi-
ronment.

You will seldom find an organization with only one type of database,
such as DB2. Many use combinations of databases and platforms, as
required to meet business goals and objectives. This creates special chal-
lenges to perform vulnerability assessments, monitor and audit in and across
mixed environments, and pull the results together to gain a cohesive picture
of your database vulnerabilities and access events. In the face of this com-
plexity, companies need swift, comprehensive, and accurate identification
and assessment of risks to all production databases—such as servers that
don’t have the latest security updates, users with privileged access, changes
to data structures, and proper use of data. Such a solution allows manage-
ment to prioritize and finish urgent tasks to cut critical data risks.

THE NEED FOR CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

The impact of regulations and the need for improved corporate gov-
ernance is another challenge that creates more interest in information
security, or has shifted focus away from technology. Corporate gover-
nance is at the forefront of corporate executive priorities, and the press
is on high alert for related news. Lately, high-profile court cases have
resulted in severe penalties and jail terms. Companies and their execu-
tive officers are being held accountable for the quality and privacy of
the information in corporate databases. More than ever before, compa-
nies need to be sure that they can certify the privacy and integrity of
their information systems and data. Non-compliance can do substantial
damage to any organization’s competitive position and credibility.

We’ve long ago gone beyond measuring our information in kilobytes
and megabytes. Now, we’ve moved beyond terabytes and into petabytes.
The amount of information that we retain in our databases is staggering
and confounds the imagination. To get all of this information and put it to
good use for the organization, we are seeing transaction counts in the mil-
lions and analytical reporting requirements that drive query volume off the
scale. An organization cannot invest in enough people to establish effec-
tive vigilance over this volume of activity and information. Automated,
computer-based and intelligent tools must be deployed to do the job.

There exist a number of real and practical challenges to the implemen-
tation of effective DB2 security using the controls provided. Effective
security implementation requires a comprehensive understanding of the
organization’s database environment, resources, their relationships and
security requirements, a sound and comprehensive security strategy and
plan, the implementation of identity and access controls that provide and
maintain sufficient security without unnecessarily restricting valid busi-
ness activities, and continued monitoring to assure that controls remain
effective without inhibiting valid functionality.

Meeting these challenges requires full management support, a standard-
ized and well-documented database environment and, more particularly, a
database environment that has been designed with security top of mind.
Beyond these operational requirements, you will need knowledgeable
security leadership and adequate staffing to perform the full range of secu-
rity analysis, design, implementation, administration, and monitoring
activities. Breakdowns can exist in any or all of these requirements in most
organizations, and only a few companies may manage to achieve compe-
tence in all of them. As a result, even with the best controls available, most
organizations can fall well short of fully effective database security.

SUMMARY

To summarize, you face architectural, process and cultural challenges
to the implementation of effective and comprehensive information secu-
rity and risk management systems. Multiple databases deployed across
diverse networks, incomprehensible amounts of data, pressing regula-
tions, and the demand for scarce resources, knowledge, and skills stand
directly in your way. The solution can be found in software that can
automate vulnerability assessment and security monitoring, and provide
you with a resident expert in database security that never sleeps. A solu-
tion such as IPLocks Information Risk Management platform can help
you meet the challenges you face, as follows:

� Multiple databases: IPLocks can non-intrusively discover all of
your database instances, and will most likely identify some that
you did not know existed.

� Heterogeneous environments: IPlocks auto-discovery can find all
of your databases from a central point across a logically and
physically diverse and distributed network.

� Enterprise risk management: IPLocks can centrally assess database
vulnerabilities in all of the database instances that it finds.

� Data volume: IPLocks focuses on access to your database
resources, which is the source of your security threats, instead of
focusing on the stored data.

� Performance: IPLocks operates independently from your DBMS
to monitor and pattern access to database resources, maintaining
its own repository without impact on your production operations.

� Understanding your information resources: IPLocks watches
how your databases are used, helps you understand usage
patterns, and identifies both appropriate and inappropriate use to
allow you to refine your policies and set alarms, alerts, and more
proactive response actions to suspicious events.

� Human resources and skills: IPLocks becomes your resident
database security expert through intelligent access monitoring,
and referencing a knowledge-base of best database security
practices to assess database vulnerabilities and recommend
corrective action.

� Cultural change: People will change when they are sufficiently
motivated by recognizing the need to change. IPLocks provides
valuable and penetrating insight into the existence of database
instances and how those databases are used and accessed. This
information will help people recognize inappropriate conditions
that will raise their level of concern and motivate them to act.

AN INDEPENDENT AND SKILLED
SECURITY EXPERT

Most database vendors provide information security capabilities
such as Identity Management, Access Management, and Security
Labeling to enable you to implement your information security strategy
and policy, balancing security requirements against the organization’s
need for access and accessibility. In most cases they also provide log-
ging, auditing and alert capabilities to help you maintain vigilance over
your database and how it is accessed and used. However, what is
needed to fully support compliance to regulations, internal auditing and
best practice security standards are capabilities that independently
complement and enhance the controls that exist within the database,
taking the capabilities to a more advanced state, such as:
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� Independent Auditing
� Independently auditing the platform both in physical

implementation and operation. Independence makes the audit
environment more “tamper-proof” thereby increasing both the
completeness and the credibility of audit results, providing a
neutral audit capability that cannot be easily repudiated.

� Not burdening the database environment with additional
writes to log files. The capability to “listen” to and record the
SQL traffic to your databases and independently log this
information to a secure database for monitoring and reporting.

� Best Practices Auditing: While the database’s auditing
capability enables you to focus your audit activities on only a
small subset of requirements, the requirement to take this quite a
bit further and perform configuration vulnerability assessment to
provide “best practice” recommendations has become evidenced
by the many regulations and standards in place today. This type
of configuration vulnerability assessment would need to be in a
consolidated approach across geographically dispersed
heterogeneous databases.

Any electronic data that can be read from a database can just as
easily be copied, stored or relayed elsewhere. Knowing who is rum-
maging through the database is the first step to preventing data “leak-
age.” User behavior monitoring that dynamically learns about data-
base usage access pattern, and that will automatically detect and alert
on suspicious database access is a necessity in preventing leakage of
data. The only way to ensure business continuity is to perform user
behavior monitoring that includes checking for suspicious access,
login failures, best practice rule violations, suspicious reads and
updates in a heterogeneous environment.

Increasing numbers of company representatives feel that the future will
witness security for databases as a prerequisite for corporate success.
Planned business objectives can only be achieved without problems if all
relevant data is secure. It is not sufficient to keep an “eye” on the mere
security functionality. The desired results can only be realized if activities
are automated and cross a heterogeneous environment. Implementing
effective polices and procedures to address information security, privacy
and regulatory compliance increases exponentially when data is shared by
multiple groups and organizations. What management requires is a com-
prehensive solution that improves visibility and knowledge of database
access controls, data integrity and usage patterns to prevent mishandling
of information assets. Continuous monitoring, vulnerability assessment,
reporting and auditing of information assets minimize business risks and
improve stakeholder confidence.  

NaSPA member Glinda Cummings is the director of Product Management at
IPLocks Inc. Ms. Cummings is responsible for defining market and product
requirements and identifying strategic opportunities for current and emerging
market needs that leverage IPLocks technology. She previously held a num-
ber of high-level product management and marketing positions at Computer
Associates, and has over 25 years of management, marketing and technical
experience in Management Information Systems and software, including 17
years in information risk and software management fields.
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